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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In the form of an imaginary, spontaneous dialogue between two
friends, this essay briefly summarised my knowledge of some
scientific and metaphysical information I have acquired up until the
present moment willing them to merge. I wrote it hoping that it will
increase your enthusiasm and curiosity for life and your joy for
living. The information you will receive from this book comes in the
form of an impromptu and imaginary relationship between two
parties and is built on direct questions and concise answers on bold
and taboo topics.
This work is an encouragement for you as a reader to continue
discussing any of the issues and subjects raised that are of interest to
you.
If something makes you feel good, trust your intuition and go
forward to study that topic. On the other hand, if something disturbs
or annoys you, leave it aside. Maybe it’s not suitable for you or is not
the right time to hear it: listen instead to what your feelings, your
intuition and most importantly, your heart says about it. Read and be
reminded of what you already know. I do not want to pretend to say
that there will be no other changes, improvements or developments
in what you can find in this book. Every day we are all evolving,
waking up, collecting and remembering more. This knowledge we
are all remembering and discovering has an origin and a cause, which
in my opinion is to expand, explore and have a greater awarene ss of
“all that is”. What I’ve written is only one version of reality and
truth. If it resonates within you as indeed as did it for me, you may
find it’s your truth as well.
Create your own experience while you read and practise.
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We are all united and interconnected. We are simply what is, in the
end, and at the beginning: eternal.
I love you all, from my “heart”.

Alex Red Kenaton
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Chapter 1:
PERCEPTION

Barbara: Hi, Lucien.
Lucien: Hello Barbara, good to see you.
Barbara: There’s something I want to ask you concerning your
interests.
Lucien: I’m all ears.
Barbara: The other day, I was in the park with my daughter. It was
almost dusk, but you know, in this heat, the parks close later, and
there were still a lot of people about. At some point , we saw two
guys coming towards us with bicycles. They stopped beside us, fell
from their bikes and sat on the lawn side by side, facing the sun.
Without saying a word, they closed their eyes and sat upright,
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silently, for at least fifteen minutes. I continued to read my magazine
and occasionally glanced over. As they were leaving, they had a
peaceful air, and one of them looked at me smiling. What were they
doing?
Lucien: To put it simply, they were meditating.
Barbara: What does it mean exactly to meditate?
Lucien: The word meditation means reflection and generally is a
practice in which an individual trains his mind to induce an altered
state of consciousness/awareness.
Barbara: Hang on, mate, what’s consciousness?
Lucien: Many attempts have been made to define precisely what it
is. Some describe it as a state of wakefulness in which one is aware
of his surroundings; others suggest that it is the capacity to be aware
of something going on within oneself. It could be a quality that we
become aware of a mental state when we are deep in contemplation
pondering the vastness of the Universe. Some think that
consciousness is just a function of the brain. I believe that
consciousness is essentially a relationship—a relationship with
oneself, with others, with the Divine. Consciousness is also the
ability to directly know and perceive, feel, or be cognizant of events.
Some scientists say that consciousness is the skill to incorporate
information related to the surrounding environment with that of
yourself. We are tremendously responsive and are therefore highly
able to perceive, feel and experience. Neuroscience suggests that
consciousness is an intrinsic physical sense of everything, just like the
sense of gravity. If we define, understand and see consciousness as
awareness that incorporates perception, sensation and knowledge,
we can say metaphysically that absolute consciousness is the
awareness of the existence and the connection of all things in the
Universe, their origin and their change into eternal cycles of creation
and destruction. Levels of lower consciousness simply have less
awareness of that.
Barbara: Is this possible to have consciousness for computers?
2
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Lucien: Maybe. Consciousness is arduous to be located in the brain.
Barbara: What do you mean by that?
Lucien: For metaphysical academics and some quantum physicists,
consciousness is located somewhere outside the physical body to
which it is connected. Consciousness is not in the brain but
imprinted in Space-Time itself through a quantum information
network called “Unified Field”, a shortcut between infinite
wormholes that connect all creation points.
Barbara: Therefore, the so-called altered state of consciousness
provoked by meditation changes the relationship with oneself and a
different awareness?
Lucien: I would say so, yes. Focusing the mind on one or more
objects, images, or concepts improves your psychophysical
condition. It has been scientifically proved that meditation reduces
stress and anxiety. Receptive meditation has its own purpose of
lowering the absence of thoughts and enabling the mind to reach a
level of awareness without concerns. Sometimes this causes a flow of
feelings and intuitions that lead to changes in conceptions regarding
religious or ideological values; in other words, with meditation, we
develop new ideas and beliefs while limiting the actions of thoughts.
This type of meditation is called “receptive meditation” and reduces
the chattering thoughts in your head and allows your mind to reach a
consciousness without worries.
Barbara: Are you saying that meditating is reaching peace with
yourself and others? Is it like a prayer for peace?
Lucien: Yes, prayer is a kind of meditation typically associated with
several Eastern religions or philosophies.
Barbara: But how can you meditate?
Lucien: Simply by breathing more deeply and for longer than usual
and focusing your attention on your breath. You can close your eyes
to increase your focus. In reflexive meditation, the centre of the
meditative process can be anything. Usually, in practice, physical
3
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objects visualisations are utilised or belong to the inner-self world,
such as specific memories and emotions, personal qualities, sacred
images, or unique words and texts. This kind of meditation is closer
to Western culture.
Barbara: Are the meditations all the same? All equals?
Lucien: No. The word meditation refers to a wide variety of
practices, much like the word sport. Meditation includes techniques
designed to promote relaxation, build internal energy or life force
(Qi, Ki, Prana, etc.) and develop higher aspects of human beings
such as compassion, love, patience, generosity, and forgiveness to
others. There are different types of meditation; some are guided,
meaning you follow precise procedures and indications provided by
a teacher, a school or a religion. They are self-suggestion paths in
which you can reach hypnotic states without sleep and which can
cause a depression of the central and autonomic nervous system,
little by little depriving or diminishing the sensory perceptions. Deep
meditation can lead to the annulment of personality, succeeding in
rare cases to eliminate the presence of what we define as the
representation of self, the foundation of the character called “Ego”.
In those rare cases where you can drop the ego, you also lose the
fear of death, and you have the perception of pure eternal existence.
We can rationally understand but not perceive or feel unless we enter
an altered state as a trance or a meditative state. Meditation can
contribute to the ordering of the subconscious and unconscious and
balancing the inner part of the brain, where our emotional memories
and most profound beliefs are located. A particularly ambitious
meditation aims to sustain high concentration to enable you to enjoy
an indestructible sense of well-being and wholeness.
Barbara: Where does the practice of meditation come from?
Lucien: First and foremost, let me say that the word meditation
carries different meanings in different contexts. Meditation has been
practised for thousands of years as a component of numerous
religious traditions and beliefs. Meditation often involves an internal
effort to self-regulate the lower mind in some way and reduce the
4
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noise provoked by destructive thoughts. It is often used to clear the
lower mind and ease numerous health issues, such as high blood
pressure, depression, and anxiety. It may be done sitting still or in a
playful way. For example, Buddhist monks involve awareness in their
day-to-day activities as a form of mind-training meditation. Prayer
beads or other ritual objects are commonly used during meditation
to remind the practitioner about some aspect of their in ternal
training.

Barbara: So basically, it’s similar to how friars practised in convents
in the Middle Ages: “Ora et Labora” (Latin), which means….” Pray
and Work”?
Lucien: Yes, it’s a state of meditative awakening in which you live
your daily life meditating with prayer beads or other ritual objects
that are commonly used during meditation to keep track or
remember what you are committed to. Its purpose is to increase
presence, which means keeping a moment-to-moment awareness of
our thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations, and the surrounding
environment without thinking of past regrets or future expectations.
This presence in the moment of the “now” can be achieved through
5
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meditation and many other Western techniques, including
Mindfulness.
Barbara: What do you think of meditation? Do you practice it?

Lucien: Sometimes. I consider meditation a fruitful way to
reconnect some specific mental and physical states called vibrations
or energies necessary and find a balance among different parts.
However, it is essential to first understand the difference between
the upper and lower mind (rational and intuitive) and those of the
brain (the left and right, front and rear). Otherwise, you might
commit errors. There are numerous specific texts about meditation
to explain this.
Barbara: Could it be helpful to practice meditation when we have
problems?
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Lucien: Yes, but we should first do some psychological work. The
words ‘inner work’ indicate a path to achieve, alone or accompanied
by a therapist, sometimes hard and exhausting work in which we
solve our fundamental problems, such as regrets, grudges, rages,
fears, and transform them into understanding and forgiveness. The
resolution of our issues comes only from psychological work that
balances our emotions and our excesses. Many are convinced that
mental problems can be solved by energy processes (meditation,
yoga etc.), and even sometimes with shock therapies. I believe that
we should practice meditation after having made peace with
ourselves and with others. This work is fundamental to quickly
accessing more elevated states of consciousness and high er so-called
vibrations. We cannot come close to meditation and the energy that
triggers the meditative state without carrying out psychological work
by balancing our impulses. We have to calm down the thoughts that
cloud the mind and not delete or destroy the mind. Once we are
balanced psychologically, we connect clearly through meditation to
all those forms of help that support and enlighten our non physical/spiritual path, which someone believes to be Spiritual
Guides, Saints, Angels, Light Entities, Form Thoughts, Aliens or any
other symbology or archetypes etc.
Barbara: Can you suggest meditation to start me off?
Lucien: I’ll give you a meditation/exercise to start that’s simple and
effective:
Sit in a comfortable position.
Close your eyes.
Begin breathing slowly and deeply (5/6 seconds inhale-5/6 seconds
exhale).
Place your left hand on your heart at the centre of the chest.
Focus your attention on the heart area.
Try to breathe into the heart(envisage your breath as inhaling light
into your heart). Breathe the air in your heart slowly and deeply .
7
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Exhale the air from the heart slowly and deeply.
While you are breathing, recall a beautiful memory or a joyful
sensation. (e.g. Walking in nature) Keep this good feeling inside you,
inside your heart.
Go on for 3 or 4 minutes, then when you feel ready, open your eye s.

Barbara consideration: Meeting Lucien the other day was like
receiving a simple and yet unexpected gift. I ask him if I can
continue to talk about these topics, and he told me that is OK. When
Lucien spoke, it was as if I had always known what he was saying;
however, he helped me clarify his concise sentences and definitions
of what I believed to already heard. He’s able to make a long story
short.
The same day I met him, I tried to meditate for the first time in my
life. It’s unbelievable, just a few minutes daily for three days in a row,
and I feel as if I have opened my lungs; I feel lighter. I jog pretty
often, but that feels different.
I think, and I feel so much better from every perspective now.
I feel calm throughout the whole day. I would like to know more
about spiritual and psychological matters. Finally, tomorrow I’ll see
Lucien; I want to ask him about these new things that have occurred
to me.
Good things come to those who act and wait.
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